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Date and Place of 
Birth: 

 
31 May 1965. Conegliano, Treviso - Italy. 
 
 

  
 

Biography 
• 2011, Professor of Cultural Anthropology, University of Florence, Dept. SCIFOPSI, Italy. 

• 2001, Researcher in Cultural Anthropology, Faculty of Education, University of Florence. 

• 1999, PhD in Ethnoanthropological Sciences, X Cycle (from 2.11.1995 to 31.10.1998), 
coordinated by Prof. Pietro M. Clemente, University of ROMA "La Sapienza". 
 

• April- June 1996, Summer School in Social Anthropology, Institute for Ethnology and 
Cultural Anthropology, directed by Prof. Cristina Papa (Erasmus ICP-96G-3010/14), 
Perugia, Italia. 
 

• 1992/1993 Erasmus Free Mover. Attended the EHESS, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 
Sciences Sociales, Paris and Toulouse.  
 

• 1993 Degree in Humanistic. Dissertation in Ethnology, directed by Professor Glauco 
Sanga, “Cà Foscari” University of VENICE, Faculty of Letters and Philosophy.  

 

Research Interests  

Wider thematic of interest: Nature/culture relationship, Anthropology of nature, Politics of nature, 
Political ecology, Wetlands anthropo-ecology, Analogical knowledge systems in Western world, 
Naturalistic/non-naturalistic cosmologies confrontation, Third Landscape’s anthropology, 
Environmental conflicts, Ontological Turn, Naturalcultural and feminist ecological approach, Climate 
change. 

Specific thematic carried out in the fieldwork of Northern Italy: Wetlands, Ethno-sciences,  Local 
and Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), Hunting-gathering societies, Biodiversity and plants 
domestication, Sprawls cities, Ethnography of the social life of trees, Social-cultural history of 
Northeast of Italy,  Anthropology of peasants, Road biographies. 

Currently: Wetlands anthropo-ecology, Environmentalisms and ecological movements, Anthropology 
of anthroposophy and Analogical cosmologies, Politics-Ontology-Ecology and Anthropocene, 
Shamanism as ecological engagement, Tsaatan reindeer herders and impacts of climate change in 
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nomadic people in Mongolia. 

 

Ethnographic Fieldworks 

 
• 2017: fieldwork in Mongolia, about Tsaatan reindeer herders in South-Siberia, shamans in 

Ulaan Baator, and climate change impacts on nomadic people. 
 

• 2014-2017 fieldwork at Codroipo (Udine, North East of Italy) with the anthroposophists' 
community. First results in Breda 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2019 (forthcoming). The purpose of 
this on-going research is to know ideas and practices about nature, by a Steinerian 
anthroposophists' community, through the study of their literature and practices in laboratory 
and of plants growing.       
 
 

• 2003-2010 research on political ecology and environmental conflict about an Italian highway 
(A28) on the wetland zones of Palù. This conflict is illustrated in my monograph Bibo. Dalla 
palude ai cementi. Una storia esemplare, (Cisu, 2010)  that was the starting point of a huge 
serie of political and cultural interventions. In 2018 this book was been represented by a 
musicians and reading group. 
 

• June 2002-December 2003. Appointed for a research on anthropology of water, by the Eco 
museum of Vanoi (Trento, Italy). Research published in  Breda 2004. Since these collaborations 
with Parks of Trentino and Veneto Regions, and with Eco museum of Vanoi (Trento, Italy) I 
could launch several fieldworks, focused on the relations between nature and culture in the 
mountains and in environments linked to water. 
 
 

• In 2000, Project “Cultures of the Piave River”, by the University of Venice (research projects 
for junior researchers, MURST  1998). Appointed for its direction. Research published in 
Breda 2003.  
 

• October 1999 – November 2000, at National Park of the Belluno Dolomites (Belluno, Italy) to 
the Project “Anthropization of a territory: cultivated biodiversity”. Project financed by the 
European Union, research published in  Breda 2003 and Breda 2006. 
 
 

• November 1999 -December 2001, at Regional Park of Paneveggio and Pale di San Martino 
(Trento, Italy) for an ethno botanic survey. Appointed for its direction. 
 

• November 1997-December 1999, at Regional Park of Paneveggio and Pale di S. Martino 
(Trento, Italy), to plan the “Ethnographic path – Eco museum of Vanoi".  
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• 1997-1999, PhD. fieldwork,  Gazzo Veronese and Ostiglia (Verona e Mantova, Italy).  

For my doctoral research, I carried out my second ethnographic fieldwork, the most important 
fieldwork together with my Degrees' one. It was among inhabitants near and around the 
"Busatello wetland", also known as "Paludi di Ostiglia". The resulting PhD (later conveyed 
into the monograph I respiri della palude, 2000) was a study on the intertanglement of 
ecological, cultural and social life into the wetland. I studied Traditional Ecological 
Knowledge, fuzzy logic about vegetal life, history of the wetland 's reclamation, 
environmentalists' conservative interventions. Over all, my study highlighted the sense of 
conflict about springtime fire in the wetland, showing the shift of meaning, concerning this 
traumatic ecological event, both for the inhabitants and the environmentalists. 
 

• 1992-1993, Degree fieldwork, Treviso Region (North East of Italy). I carried out my first 
ethnographic fieldwork with peasants, as the local community interacting with "palù" 
landscape, a particular forested wetland similar to the Normand "bocages". I was interested in 
peasants' practices, as well as, in politics by local and national politicians. The palù was 
involved in many strong conflicts, about which I wrote two monograph (Palù 2001, Bibo 
2010). 

 

 

International Research and Knowledge Exchange 
Building upon a long and consolidated experience of research about the sociocultural dimensions of 
nature, and a huge work in Italy confirmed with the participation at the interdisciplinary research group 
“POE”, Politics Ontology Ecology, coordinated in Italy by Luigi Pellizzoni (http://www.poeweb.eu ), I 
explored similar experiences and research, abroad, to identify eventual points in common and bring 
forward the thematic of relations between societies and nature, at international level. 

France 

During the academic year 1992/1993, I performed an in-depth on eco-anthropological knowledge of 
wetlands, by grant from the University of Venice, to attend the EHESS, in Paris, and, in particular, the 
course of Anthropology of Nature, of Prof. Philippe Descola. I also attended EHESS, in Toulouse, 
during the second semester, under the supervision of Prof. D. Fabre. I could discuss my ethnographical 
insights with many anthropologists in Toulouse, who dealt, at that time, with "people’s naturalistic 
knowledge", as Marlène Albert-LLorca, Claudine Vassas, Daniel Fabre. My Degree and my PhD thesis 
were built upon French anthropological studies tradition.  

Acting as a Professor of the University of Florence and in the framework of the Laurea Specialistica e 
Magistrale, I could start the first course, in Italy, of “Anthropology of Environment” (2004), based on 
Descola’s theories and getting inspired, in particular, by his course on Anthropology of Nature. This 
course is still on-going and, within it, I directed two thesis, which were awarded by the 12 and 13 
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National Prize Laura Conti, in 2011 and 2012. 

I could work again on Descola’s theories, in the occasion of being offered to handle the Italian 
translation (Descola 2014) of its main work (Descola 2005). I wrote the Introduction for this book 
(Breda 2014). In this purpose, I met with Prof. Descola, in Paris, to discuss book’s aspects. This allowed 
opening a still on-going enlightening exchange that motivates me to keep on deepening the French 
anthropological reality.  

In the meantime, I could dialogue with other French academics. I could exchange with Dr. Hubert 
Godefroy, Museum Curator of Musée du Bocage Normand (Saint-Lô), who is an expert of bocages 
similar to palù that I was studying. I could insert his findings in my book on palù (Breda 2001:47) and 
in a book’s chapter (Breda 2014:1). In 2006 I could take part in the Colloque Internationale « TERRAE 
INCOGNITAE », organised by Prof. Sergio Dalla Bernardina, UBO Université de Bretagne Occidental, 
(Brest 17-19 mars 2006), where I could present about these landscapes and the conflicts in which they 
were involved. Wetland related issue of this meeting formed part of a later publication (Breda 2014). 

In 2010-2011, I approached the Third Landscape /Manifeste du Tiers-Paysage” by Gilles Clément, 
architect of landscape, whose work on “undefined”, abandoned and libertarian landscapes showed a 
particular similarity with issues and wet landscapes studied by me. By the text that I edited together 
with the anthropologist Franco Lai, I brought, in Italy, the first reflexions of “Anthropology of Third 
Landscape” (2011), with research in four Italian regions. From the combination of my research on 
water, landscapes and climate changes will emerge my proposal (being the Curator) of presenting the 
art-ethnographic exhibition “Fourth Landscape. Fourth Power”, in the occasion of the International 
Congress ANUAC 2015. It was an exhibition of ethnographic findings, from a Mediterranean 
waterfront, by the artist and anthropologist Silvia Lelli, (discussed with art critic Andreas Hapkemeyer 
and designer Kris Krois, Università di Bolzano). Building upon Gilles Clément’s work, she theorizes 
the passage from Third to Fourth Landscape in the Anthropocene. 

In 2009-2011, I started a collaboration with Prof. Nadine Ribet (EHESS e ENSAB, Ecole Nationale 
Superiore d’Architecture de Bretagne), co-directing a thesis of the University of Florence, in the 
framework of the Programme Intégré Européen Fire paradox. European Global Change and 
Ecosystems, focused on wetlands and burning. 

In 2015, I was Scientific Director of the Project proposal "Ciclo dell'acqua nei contesti della 
produzione", in the framework of Galileo Programme 2015-2016, on behalf of Università Italo-
Francese, with French partners of ENSAB, Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Bretagne 
(Rennes); Centre E. Morin, IIAC (Institut Interdisciplinaire d'Anthropologie du Contemporain), UMR, 
EHESS/CNRS, Université d’Alep, (Prof. N. Ribet, Prof. H. Benoit) jointly with: Università di Firenze, 
Università di Bergamo, Centro di Ricerca sulla Complessità CERCO (BG), Università di Messina.  
 
In 2015, I was invited to give a presentation at Colloque International EASA «Anthropologie et 
Mouvements Sociaux», in collaboration with EHESS, CNRS, IIAC (Paris, 2015). 
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United Kingdom 

A relevant international research exchange has been conducted with the University of Aberdeen and the 
research team of Professor Tim Ingold, focusing on societies and nature. This important thematic is 
strictly related to the wider field of nature and culture. I could introduce the PhD student Paolo 
Gruppuso, who built his work on my studies about wetlands, to develop an in-depth, at the University 
of Aberdeen. Thanks to his collaboration, I could take part in two particular phases of their research, 
such as: 

- International ASA14, Association of Social Anthropology of UK and Commonwealth, Decennial 
Conference “Anthropology and Enlightenment”, Edinburgh 19-22 June 2014. In the framework of the 
Panel Road Biographies (coordinated by Tanya Argounova-Low, University of Aberdeen), I presented 
my work on wetlands detriment due to the realization of infrastructures. 

- Scientific and organizational direction of IV ANUAC Biennial Conference on environment “Life 
Environments and Imagined Environments. New Challenges for Anthropology”, 5-8 November 2015, 
Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. Prof. Ingold’s team research took part in the Panel that I coordinated 
on “Human and non-human”. Prof. Ingold was the discussant. 

My experience with the University of Aberdeen team research facilitated my participation to the 
International Conference “Anthropology, Weather and Climate Change”, The Royal Anthropological 
Institute, London, May 2016. In this framework, I co-coordinated the Panel on Water and Climate 
Change “Managing Global Water. Ethnography of Emerging Practices in the Anthropocene”. These 
Conference Outcomes were later disseminated, at IV SIAA National Conference, University of Trento 
(Italy), where I co-coordinated the Panel “Anthropology and Climate Change”. 

 

Spain 

Further international exploration of research exchange has been recently orientated to Spanish studies, 
with particular reference to those carried out in Seville, at Pablo de Olavide University (UPO), where 
Prof. Tim Ingold held conferences and several PhD students are focusing on similar thematic to mines.  
At UPO, I took part in the XV Congreso Nacional de Educación Comparada "Ciudadanía Mundial y 
Educación para el Desarrollo. Una mirada international" (Seville 2016), with a paper entitled 
"Evolución, Naturaleza, Medio Ambiente, desde una Perspectiva de Género. Unos ejemplos de 
involución vs evolución" (Environment, Gender, Involution versus Evolution") in the Panel "Educación 
Ambiental y Ciudadanía Mundial". 
In the 2018 I presented my paper at the Latin American Studies Association, LASA 2018, Congress in 
Barcelona, at the Panel “Género y Derechos de Infancia y Adolescencia” (A. Binazzi and  I. Zavala 
convenors), entitled Gender, Children’s Rights and Climat Change. Some ethnographic insights. 
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Switzerland 
 
From the 2017, I joined with an international group of research working about “Spirituality and 
Scientific in alternative agricultures”, and I took part in the conference “Spiritualité et scientificité dans 
les agricultures alternatives”, held at UNIL, University of Losanne, in 2017 
(https://agenda.unil.ch/display?id=1510938494899), coordinated by Valerie Boisvert and with 
colleagues J. Foyer, Elise Demeulenaere, Laura Centemeri, and Aurélie Choné, among others, with 
which I also visited and studied in 2018 at the Goetheanum (Dornach, Swiss), the particular building 
built by Rudolf Steiner and headquarter of General Anthroposophical Society, theme of my more recent 
research, namely the Anthropology of Anthroposophy. 

Mongolia 

In 2016 I started a new fieldwork in Mongolia, with focus on Tsaatan reindeer herders in the sud 
Siberian Taiga, and impacts of climate change in nomadic life.  

 

Scientific research direction 
• 2017, Scientific Direction of the International Agreement of Cultural and Scientific Collaboration, 

between the Mongolian State University of Arts and Culture- UlaanBaator- and University of 
Florence- Italy. 

• 2015, Member of Scientific Committee of IV ANUAC Biennial Conference “Life Environments 
and Imagined Environments. New Challenges for Anthropology”, 5-8 November 2015, Free 
University of Bozen-Bolzano (Italy). 

• 2010-2012, Scientific Co-Direction of the International Agreement of Cultural and Scientific 
Collaboration, between the University of Study of Firenze and the University “Abdelmalek 
Essaadi” of Tetouan (Morocco). Project “Tra natura ed economia: trasformazione dei prodotti 
naturali e ruolo economico delle donne”, Dir. Prof. Felicita Scapini (Dept. of BIOLOGIA, 
University of Florence) e Prof. Nadia Breda. 

• 2009-2012, Scientific Direction of 2 Research Fellowship/Assegni di Ricerca in Cultural 
Anthropology, for the SCIFOPSI Department in collaboration with “Michelucci Foundation”, IRIS-
Prato, Antropologiche Association,  Florence 

• June 2002-December 2003. Appointed for direction of research on anthropology of water, by the 
Eco museum of Vanoi (Trento, Italy).  

• In 2000, Project “Cultures of the Piave River”, by the University of Venice (research projects for 
junior researchers, MURST  1998). Appointed for its direction. 
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• November 1999 -December 2001, at Regional Park of Paneveggio and Pale di San Martino (Trento, 
Italy) for an ethno botanic survey. Appointed for its co-direction. 

• October 1999 – November 2000, at National Park of the Belluno Dolomites (Belluno, Italy) to the 
Project “Anthropization of a territory: cultivated biodiversity”. Project financed by the European 
Union. Appointed for its co-direction. 

 

Awards  

In September 2003, I received a mention from the Jury of the Costantino Nigra Prize, for my book: 
“Palù. Inquieti paesaggi tra natura e cultura” (Comunità Montana Valle Sacra, Borgiallo TO, Ref. No. 
1643 of 30 Sept. 2003). 

 

Teaching Responsibility  at University of Florence 
Anthropology of the Environment; Laurea Specialistica "Studi Geografici ed antropologici" 2° Livel; 
from 2004 (on-going). 

Cultural Anthropology and childhood; Laurea Triennale, 1° level, from 2010 to 2015 

Ethnography, Cultural anthropology; Laurea Triennale, 1° level, from 2002 to present. 

 

Nadia Breda               FIRENZE 01. november. 2018 

 


